
English   CLASS 4  Miss. Hughes               

Week Commencing: 13.07.20                              Oktapodi 
 

 
Oktapodi is a French computer animated short film, that was a graduate student project from Gobelins School of Imagery.  

The film is about a pair of love-struck octopuses who through a series of comical events are separated  

and find each other. 
 

Mon 

(1) 

Identify the 

story plot 

 1. Go to the following link and watch the video entitled ‘Oktapodi’ 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34BHDhACCxw 

3. Talk about your favourite parts of the story with a family member. 

4. Which part of the film did you find funny or interesting or perhaps confusing? 

5. What happens at the beginning, middle and end? 

6. Write a summary of the film in your learning journal. 

 

n.b. after researching the plural of octopus this is what I found: 

 

There are three plural forms of octopus: octopuses, octopi, and octopodes. A fourth form octopods is occasionally used by scientists 

for taxonomic purposes[14]. 

Currently, octopuses is the most common form in the UK as well as the US; octopodes is rare, and octopi is often objected to as 

incorrect. 

The plural is octopuses. Why do some dictionaries also list octopi as a possibility? In Latin, some plurals end with an ‘i’. The problem 

is, octopus derives from Greek. The ‘i’ was a mistake, but so many people adopted it that it became an acceptable alternative. Many 

people don’t like octopi, and you will rarely see it in edited works, but it does occasionally appear. 

    

READING: 20-30mins reading. Remember you can access the Oxford Reading Buddy website to read and take a quiz on books at… 

https://www.oxfordreadingbuddy.com/uk 

Tue 

(2) 

Write a diary 

from a 

character’s 

viewpoint 

 1.  Imagine you were the man in this film! Can you imagine how he felt that day?  

2. How would he be feeling? Shocked, annoyed, frustrated?  

3. Describe what happened to him in the clip – it’s his diary so make sure you write from his viewpoint. 

4. Your task today is to write a diary – a diary about the man’s eventful day. 

5. Write your diary entry in your learning challenge book. 

    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34BHDhACCxw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octopus
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/octopuses
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/octopi
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/octopodes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plural_form_of_words_ending_in_-us#cite_note-14
https://www.oxfordreadingbuddy.com/uk


READING: 20-30mins reading. Remember you can access the Oxford Reading Buddy website to read and take a quiz on books at… 

https://www.oxfordreadingbuddy.com/uk 

Wed 

(3) 

Write a diary 

entry to recount 

a day in the life 

of a character.  

 1. Watch the clip again to remind yourself what happened. 

2. Imagine you are now one of the octopuses this time! Can you imagine how they felt that day?  

3. How would they be feeling? Scared, angry, happy to be rescued?  

4. Describe what happened in the clip – it’s a diary from one of the octopuses, so make sure you tell the diary from their 

viewpoint. 

5. Your task today is to write a diary – a diary about the octopuses eventful day. 

6. Write your diary entry in your learning challenge book. 

    

READING: 20-30mins reading. Remember you can access the Oxford Reading Buddy website to read and take a quiz on books at… 

https://www.oxfordreadingbuddy.com/uk 

Thu 

(4) 

Identify 

features of 

dialogue  

 1. Open the PowerPoint ‘Identify features of Dialogue’. 

2. What is dialogue? Use a dictionary to define the word. 

3. Read through the slides and make notes in your home learning book of the features. 

4. Where do the speech marks go? 

5.  Give an example of dialogue between you and a friend or family member. 

    

READING: 20-30mins reading. Remember you can access the Oxford Reading Buddy website to read and take a quiz on books at… 

https://www.oxfordreadingbuddy.com/uk 

Fri 

(5) 

Write a dialogue   1. Today you are writing a dialogue between the octopuses. 

2. What emotions are they both feeling? 

3. What will their tone of voice be? When you are scared does your voice go quiet and low or loud and high? 

4. Think about the conversation they would share in the different stages of the film. 

5. Follow the features of a dialogue ensuring you get your speech marks in the correct places. 

6. Use the PowerPoint from yesterday to select some strong sentence starters. 

    

READING: 20-30mins reading. Remember you can access the Oxford Reading Buddy website to read and take a quiz on books at… 

https://www.oxfordreadingbuddy.com/uk 
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